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GENERAL SOURCES


PRE-WORLD WAR II


Government repression of religious rebellion in Bahia, 1896.


Emigration and subsequent exile of Confederates who remained in Brazil, by one of their descendants.


**WORLD WAR II-General Sources**


See especially Chaps 11-12 on the Brazilian Expeditionary Force.


WORLD WAR II-Brazilian Expeditionary Force in Italy


NOTE: Page numbers refer to handwritten numbers, not the typed ones.


**WORLD WAR II-1**


**WORLD WAR II-Naval Task Force 46**


Morale and unit cohesion underlay success and failure on each side in the Falklands conflict. Also makes comparison with Brazilian Expeditionary Force, 1944-45, in Italy, pp. 34-35.
See also:
- Photo Archives collection of 20-some photos of BEF & wartime poster in Portuguese, depicting American-Brazilian cooperation.

SINCE 1945


